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“Spirals For Pukebug” 
by Ashtre Dante



     Save The Crumbs is an independent ‘zine written, designed, 
assembled and distributed by a handful of people in Mankato. We 

started this publication because we felt the spirit of “do it yourself” was 
lacking in Mankato and the surrounding areas.

     Save The Crumbs is a collection of writings, musings, opinions, 
reviews, observations, artwork, and basically anything we want to print. 

Save The Crumbs is the true spirit of D.I.Y.
     No corporate advertisements. No corporate pressure. No creativity-

stifling forces. No The Man.
     So, grab a copy of this thing and show it to your friends. Lend it to 
people. Make copies of it at your place of employment. Get the word 

out. Be inspired. Make your own ‘zine!
     If you have any questions, comments, advice, or want to submit 

something… send e-mail to savethecrumbs@gmail.com.
     If you can’t secure your own copy of this issue, go to 

www.savethecrumbs.com for online versions of every issue. 
Also, don’t forget to join us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Chemical Associations
by Richard Houff

There’s something missing 
and I have no idea what it could be

The local haunts don’t provide answers
nor do the inhabitants ass polishing stools 

and hanging on to the bar counter for dear life

You can walk all over this town
and still feel like you never left from

that first big step

You can seek out strangers or friends 
and all you will hear is your own head talking

—but no one can take that away from you

So what the fuck is that neon green shit
they throw on your 7th street brat

when you specifically asked for mustard



Who Would Win In A Fight?

Strength - 3
Intelligence - 5

Energy Projection - 2
Stamina - 4
Agility - 5

Durability - 4
Speed - 5

    Gladstone                        Jones 
Strength - 4

Intelligence - 5
Energy Projection - 2

Stamina - 4
Agility - 3

Durability - 6
Speed - 4

Joey Gladstone Attributes: 
Stand-up comedian, master of impressions, appeared in all eight 

seasons of Full House, accomplished hockey player, personal 
friends with Danny Tanner, has own radio show with Jesse 

Katsopolis, friends with the Beach Boys, has own Ranger Joe TV 
show, rumored to have had sexual relations with Kathy Santoni

Sgt. Larvelle Jones Attributes: 
Police officer, master of sound effects, appeared in all seven 

Police Academy movies, expert in martial arts, personal friends 
with Sgt. Carey Mahoney, can properly manipulate a jet ski, fronts 

a band with The L.A. Dream Team, has own cartoon and action 
figure, personally knows the owner of The Blue Oyster Bar

vs.  



From The Cat-Loving Desk Of Juston Cline...
    Against what I feel is 
the popular choice, I am 
a cat person and love it!  
Most likely its due to my 
growing up with a cat.  
Well, there was a dog my 
dad had when I was young, 
but it hanged itself from 
fright during the 4th of 
July fireworks show.  A 
quick lesson to dog owners 
out there, don’t chain your dog to a tree with a low enough crotch to jump 
through.  Especially if said dog is the scared-jumper type I experienced as a 
child.  But on the bright side, I have had really awesome cats.  There is some 
sort of tradition I have decided to carry on with my new addition to my family.  
Before I was born my mother had a cat.  Her name was Babe, a pure white 
beauty.  As a teen my mom was growing up in a crazy household packed with 
kids.  There were 12 children in total in her family.  So naturally, her mom and 
dad felt it wasn’t the best idea to also have a cat running around.  So Babe had 
to move in with my mother’s brother who recently moved out.  He lived on 
a farm and didn’t much care about cats, so Babe became increasingly distant 
to my mom until one day she was just gone. My mom grieved the loss for 
a long time and did not get another cat until I was around five years old.  I 
remember my mom reading an ad in the home magazine.  “Free kittens”, the 
ad said.  So we walked to the address in town to have a look.  We couldn’t 
believe it.  We walked up and into the garage and out walks an all white kitty 
straight to us!  Of course we felt it was meant to be.  We picked the kitty up 
and walked back home with him tucked in my moms zip up sweater.  Misty 
was his name.  It took a bit for my mom to recognize he was a boy.  Misty 
was an amazing noble cat, willing to fight and protect for us at any moment.  
And did!  I lived to be 16 years old before an eye surgery ultimately took him 
down.  It has been 11 years since Misty before my latest addition to the legacy.  
Mick! A handsome all white eight-month-old lover boy who is stealing my 
heart on a daily basis.  He is currently in the terrible two’s stage and testing 
his boundaries, but nothing is going to stop the Mickster and I from having a 
good time in my house.  I look forward to all the good times and carrying the 
tradition of the white cat on for years.

Your friend,
Juston



Grudgeholders Unite! (Or Disengage?)
by Sarah Turbes
     Grudges.  Oy, how we grudge.  What an ugly word, really.  I have come 
to hate grudges, as nothing productive seems to come from one.  For me, this 
is BIG.  I used to hold grudges against all those folks who did me wrong.  
Sometimes it was a valid sort of thing, other times a little thing that I let grow 
and fester into a ugly, blistering, stinky, oozy grudge.  Sure, we’ve all got 
our reasons.  Being hurt or offended or traumatized often lead to grudges.  I, 
still, at times make a grudge out of a little thing.  It ends up being more of a 
“grumble”.  I talk about it, complain about, and try, try to let it go.  Why is 
this so important?  I’m convinced that grudge holders are an unhappy lot of 
people.  I believe that grudge holders are literally killing themselves slowly, 
especially the longer that the grudge is held.  And it gets to a point, especially 
as time goes on, that one forgets what the initial upset really was. It gets so 
blown out of proportion that it’s a festering mess and you find yourself with a 
sour stomach, a furrowed brow, a heavy heart and a case of boiling blood.
     I think, like many traits, that grudges are a genetic curse.  Not an excuse, 
but an interesting thought.  I’m predisposed to be a grudge holder, but I’d like 
to think I’m taking “preventative” actions towards any further damage that 
I’ve done to myself.
     With all of the muck that’s floating around our universe, can’t we just be 
happy with the people who love us and the ones we love?  Sure, no one is easy 
to love all the time.  I know I’m not.  I’m a stinker.  I get riled up easily and 
if I wake up in a “pisser”, chances are that my attitude might not turn around.  
For that, I’m sorry and for now, that’s how I am.  I’m not saying it’s right, but 
I’m thankful for those who put up with me during these times.
     And without getting so, so gushy, I want people to be happy.  Not the 
“creepy” kind of happy, but the “thankful for what I have” happy.  Seriously, 
if you have been holding a grudge for a week, 7 months, 5 years, 35 years, 80 
years…geez.  Ease up.  Think about it with some clarity.  Is this the “legacy” 
YOU want to leave behind?  “Oh, so and so was such a lovely person, but also 
SUCH a grudge holder.”  Yes, people will hurt you.  We’re funny that way.  
People will like you.  We’re swell that way.  People can love you, if you let 
them.  We’re an amazing lot.  Only, only if you let them.
     My assignment for myself is to keep trying to be less “grudgy” (as I almost 
did it today over a trivial thing).  What will yours be?  I’d say you should sit a 
bit and think about it.  Before you lash out or continue to ignore the receiver 
of the epic GRUDGE, think if it’s really worth the pointless effort and all the 
ailments that accompany it.  You might feel a little better.  So, I PLEAD onto 
thee.  Let it go.  Seriously.



Brutal Massacre: A Comedy
by A.J. Hakari
     Harry Penderecki (David Naughton) 
is a warhorse of the horror genre. 
The director of such titles as Bowel 
Movement and People Pesticide has 
established himself as a B-movie 
maestro, cranking out films on low and 
often no budgets at all. After a breather 
from show business, Harry’s ready to 
get back in the game with a project 
called Brutal Massacre -- a production 
that proceeds to suffer from rowdy 
locals, diminished funds, and everything 
else the movie gods have at their 
disposal to stop Harry from finishing his 
work.
     Brutal Massacre: A Comedy wants to be liked. It really does. Made 
with great affection for horror, yet wise enough to recognize the genre’s 
shortcomings, this mockumentary (think Christopher Guest with a body count) 
aims to introduce viewers to indie filmmaking from the viewpoint of those 
on the front lines. Writer/director Stevan Mena keeps the targets of his satire 
balanced, poking equal fun at showbiz blowhards and those movie makers who 
take cutting costs a little too far.
     But when parody is involved, execution is everything, which is where Brutal 
Massacre really looses its footing. I’m not sure whether it was meant to reflect 
the wooden performances given by inexperienced actors who so often find 
themselves in horror flicks, but the humor frequently felt forced and obvious. 
But then how do you explain folks like Naughton and Evil Dead veteran 
Ellen Sandweiss, who nail their parts by playing them straight and sincere? I 
admire the intent, but seeing gags that aren’t even that amusing to begin with 
telegraphed five scenes in advance wears thin fast.
     If the right actors could’ve stopped mugging and winking at the audience 
every three seconds, Brutal Massacre: A Comedy just might’ve been a real treat. 
As is, it parts with the occasional chuckle and nugget of insight, but when the 
comedy well runs dry, Mena all too often tries to cover his tracks with another 
horror actor cameo. Rest easy, kids -- the title of horror’s answer to Spinal Tap 
remains up for grabs.     

     Feel free to holler at A.J. via his 
Twitter feed: @madmovieman



“Wind Power” by Troy Schmidt

Life As You’ll Know It
by Allen Tesch

Future me
Hates present me

No matter how much I apologize beforehand
(he’ll understand)

Every goddamn time.



Welcome To Cow-Pie Stadium
 by Jack Kolars
     Growing up on the farm afforded us opportunities that our friends in the city 
never had.  We had 240 acres to play on-as our mother would often remind us when 
we were in her way inside the house.
     We had an old barn to hide in away from our timid city friends.  We had 100 
pigs that always liked life better outside of the fence.  And we would chase those 
critters for hours on end when someone on the county line called to report about 40 
pigs were heading down the dusty road.  Herding pigs is hard work because they are 
so….well….pig-headed. They go in all different directions.  But that’s a story for 
another time.
     On the farm we had an apple orchard.  We had plum trees.  When we were 
industrious enough to fight swarms of very large mosquitoes in the summer-time-
we even had gallons of fresh strawberries.  But the feature of the farm that brought 
back our city friends time and time again was our Cow-Pie Stadium….located 
between the granary and the cow barn.  A place to play baseball.
     The granary, located in front of the willows, was a two story building that acted 
as our backstop behind the plate.  Just across a small waterway-which was still in 
play-was the left-field foul pole which happened to be the fence around the corral 
near the barn.  If you hit one over the fence, it was a homerun.  But you also had to 
retrieve the baseball from the cow manure.
     And that’s where the name Cow-Pie Stadium came into play.  You see, back on 
the farm, we didn’t have the fancy bases that kids had in town.  We would set down 
old pieces of cardboard boxes as bases, but they soon blew away, often during our 
games.  So we innovated.  We used cow-pies instead.
     For the un-educated, or for those born in the city---a cow-pie is simply cow 
excrement which lands in a round pile out in the pasture or in the corral.  It steams 
when it first lands and draws hundreds of flies…and doesn’t smell very good.  Then 
it dries into a pie shape. 
     After it’s dried, you can pick up the 15 inch diameter pie and use it for first, 
second and third base out on the farm.  The cow-pies didn’t get blown away like the 
old cardboard boxes.  They stayed in place.  And we used them as bases on our field 
for many years.  
     Today when you hear the major leaguers talk about being down in the farm 
system of baseball they had real bases, not cow-pies like we had.  So who had the 
real farm system?
Oh and when some of our sister’s friends came to play, and if we didn’t happen to 
like them very much because they always quit early-we would find a cow-pie that 
looked dry but still had some moisture in it.  And when our sister’s friends ran to 
first base and plopped their foot down it always made a nice SPLATT sound.  That 
made sure they quit early….and got dirty while they were quitting.  It was beautiful!
     And that was what made Cow-Pie Stadium legendary….back on the farm!





Houston, Mom; We Have a Problem
by Dan Urlick
     
     Allow me to open this Sunday’s Bike Rides’ column with a personal 
request to my mother from her naughtiest of sons:  Please, stop read-
ing right here mom.  Put the paper down and take a nice walk down 2nd 
Street, but whatever you do, don’t read this story.
     I like fireworks a lot and I spend quite a bit of money on my arse-
nal each year.  When the safer, Minnesota legal stuff gets old I’ve been 
known to smuggle some of the good stuff across the Mississippi.  But 
even the illegal rockets can get a little repetitious in time.  Boredom in 
my case can often lead to mischievous, even dangerous behavior.  This 
is exactly how the idea to strap fireworks onto a bike and ride down the 
street leaving behind a huge trail of sparkly, colorful flames came about 
several years ago.
     My neighbor Hank and I have since successfully evolved our firework 
inclusive mountain biking alliance (FIMBA) into a fairly sophisticated 
show, which isn’t necessarily limited to the month of July anymore ei-
ther.  
     In fact, at his daughter’s wedding reception we rigged up a bike with 
some ammo and surprised the hell out of a large, cheering crowd when 
Hank tore by them on the Raleigh emitting showers of sparks like the 
space shuttle at take off.  The nutty father of the bride was brightly illu-
minated in his white tuxedo as he buzzed the guests wildly.  The garment 
suffered perhaps some minor burns but the Hankster also sacrificed a 
little Horny Goat brand wheat beer on the rental coat.  The grainy, amo-
rous farm animal sounding brew Hank favors would likely leave a mark 
deeper than a firework spark could.
     Another time we were visited by a couple of gentleman officers from 
the APD just after a big show we’d just put on in the neighborhood.  With 
glowing smoke still spewing from a pair of Roman Candles ducked taped 
to the bike rack it was pretty hard to deny the obvious.  The young of-
ficers who approached me seemed to be taking the illegal activity pretty 
seriously at first, but being that it was the 4th of July they cut us a break 
on the promise we’d suspend the “KISS concert” for the evening.
     With so many successful launches under our belts it would seem 
inevitable that our cockiness would catch up with us.  You just can’t 
keep playing with fire like that and, pardon the cliché, not expect to get 
burned.  And burned I was last Saturday night.



     This year I had some powerful rockets left over from July that I’d 
bootlegged from Packerland.  These big bad boys lift high into the air 
and emit a cathartic shower of sparks right at the peak of their flight, 
before splashing down on your neighbor’s house still glowing red.  I got 
the wise idea that given their exceptional boost, perhaps a few rockets 
bundled together with their sticks removed may actually have enough 
horsepower to thrust a mountain bike and it’s rider down the street like a 
flaming funny car.
     It sounded like a good theory, but to be safe Hank and I uncharacter-
istically elected to err on the side of caution and test one rocket first.  So, 
we ducked taped and bungee strapped a single rocket engine behind me, 
less the stick, to my bike rack with the tip of the rocket pointed directly at 
my better half, just south of the belt line.
     Of course, the single engine didn’t pack enough punch to budge me so 
I began to peddle down the block slowly.  When the firework entered the 
final stage I knew we had a problem Houston.  That was when I learned 
the brilliant colors you see at the apex of the rocket flight actually ex-
ploded out of the tip of the rocket vs. the tail, a catastrophic miscalcula-
tion on our part that could have been disastrous had we kicked this stunt 
off with a bundle of rockets without a preliminary test using a single.
     As it was my rear end heated up instantly like a quarter in the micro-
wave (try it sometime!) and the cuffs of my pant legs actually caught on 
fire.
     “Pee on me or something,” I pleaded with Hank while slamming on 
the brakes “I think I’m burning!” I screamed, laughing and panicking at 
the same time.
     “I can’t,” The Hankster laughed while hastily slapping the flames out.  
“I just let loose by your garage a minute ago.”
     Once the flames were finally extinguished, we laughed so hard we 
needed to close the garage door to contain the sound.  While we’ll cer-
tainly refocus our engineering efforts in the future, this is not the end of 
FIMBA.  No sir, the association will be back for more firework inclusive 
mountain biking next year.
     Sorry mom, I tried to warn you.

See Bike Rides at www.dansbikerides.com
Email Bike Rides to bikerides.dan@gmail.com

Find Bike Rides on Facebook.
Hear Bike Rides from your radio Fridays, 1p.m. on KMSK, 91.3 FM.

Take Bike Rides whenever you get the chance.



It Snows In Little Mogadishu
by Bryan Boyce
     The New York Times once referred to the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood of 
Minneapolis as “Little Mogadishu,” and while I can appreciate the obvious Somali 
connection, I think it’s important to note that there are at least a couple differences 
between this river-bound borough and its coastal East African corollary.
     For example, it snows in Little Mogadishu. Pirates seem to have considerably less 
sway. No governmental buildings have been shelled in recent memory. And American 
currency is accepted everywhere you go!
     All of which is to say that Little Mogadishu is a way better place to travel to than 
Mogadishu. Your humble Save the Crumbs 
contributor recently had a go at it, endeavoring to 
explore every Somali dining establishment in the 
district in one night.
     To start I met two friends at The Red Sea 
(320 Cedar Ave S), a small but classily presented 
affair whose stools and wood paneling reminded 
me not unpleasantly of cowboy bars of the 
American West. The minute I saw a menu I 
realized I was already in over my head, and my 
more experienced friend began to translate.
     Berbere—spicy red sauce that comes in manifold forms; loosely, the North African 
equivalent of curry. Kifto—spiced hamburger served uncooked, like haggis; doesn’t 
every culture have some raw meat dish?
     It being the night’s first stop, I ordered only samosas. They were crispy and compact 
with a side of sweet and sour sauce. Both my friends found entrees that came with a 
generous serving of injera, and I mused at the practicality of taking the spongy bread 
home to sop up other leftovers.
     Ready to continue the Somali crawl, we walked to the register as my friend asked, 
“You know this is an Ethiopian restaurant, right?”
     Right.
     This would explain the expansive spread of alcohol displayed behind the front 
counter.
     My apologies to the disputed Ogaden Desert!
     Onward then, past the West Bank Diner (324 Cedar), which I absolutely know is 
Somali because of the tasty Ramadan leftovers they treated me to one late night last 
summer.
     The Alle Aamin Coffee Shop (609 Cedar) blocks down made for an excellent 
interlude as we plotted further progress. For a dollar twenty-five you can get a delicious 
cup of black tea and steamed milk flavored with honey and—clutch—cardamom. It’s 
very sweet but just shy of overwhelming and the spice leaves a delightfully lingering 
numbness as you sip.
     Combine this with the true coffee shop ambience—industrial cement floor and 
whirring espresso machine giving way to community and conversation—and you have 
on your hands the perfect place for probing life’s unanswered questions. Like, “Do 



people in their mid-20s still like playing Yahtzee when they’re drinking?” (I pled the 
fifth in objection to use of the word still).
     Sagal Restaurant and Coffee (411), whose formica tables and fluorescent lights 
most resembled the low-overhead establishments I’d grown accustomed to while living 
in Africa, declared their kitchen closed when we arrived. So we picked sambusa from 
a display of baked goods—chewy this time and filled with more peas, like beef stew 
wrapped in a pastry shell.
     Do you ever mull the culinary legacies of colonization? A man next to us chomping 
on spaghetti and a banana prompted such debate. Speaking strictly food-wise, I insist 
you’re worst off with the British, much better with Portugal, and in colonial fusion 
heaven with the French (Vietnamese sandwiches on baguette, anyone?). But where does 
that leave Italian Somaliland? We’d have to find out.
     This devolved into a discussion of the pros and cons of having maxillofacial surgery 
after an accident, which concluded with the statement “and that’s why I don’t bike at 
night anymore.”
     My two friends tagged out, 
leaving me and a third to cross the 
street to the Sahara East African 
Restaurant (408).
     Inside, the Muslim call to prayer 
rang out as bearded men in robes 
sat talking beneath a high ceiling, 
creating a serene effect. Goat 
spaghetti immediately popped into 
mind as the desired fusion (there’s 
got to be camel somewhere too), but 
they were out and we settled for fish. A 
lemon drink with the aftertaste you get from cranberry juice accompanied our meal, as 
well as two bananas—evidently the standard after dinner mint.
     Yellow and zippy, the spaghetti twined through a fried fish filet and sauces both red 
(marinara-like) and green (packing heat). At the counter, I inquired about sampling a 
gelatinous orange desert I’d been afraid to eat at a cultural fair in eighth grade. Halwo, 
it turns out, is primarily chewy and generically sweet, though my friend claims to have 
detected almond notes.
     Midnight loomed. To finish out the night we walked to the bustling Maashaa’allah 
Restaurant (605) for another round of teas. While they were sadly less spicy than Alle 
Amin’s, I stood transfixed by the pictures of goat liver and papaya bowls the business 
would serve for breakfast in mere hours.
     Around me, men—always men—laughed and conversed across the room, hands 
gesturing, feet resting on Victorian carpet, and my friend and I followed suit. It was a 
homey feeling.
     With a regretful nod to the tucked-away Cedar Coffee (419), I turned my attention 
to the task of biking home without acquiring a need for reconstructive surgery. Somali 
pirates were the last thing on my mind.

Bryan Boyce interns for an education nonprofit in 
Minneapolis. He can be reached at boycebry@gmail.com.



Pedestrians
by Brian McEvoy
     If you’ve lived in Mankato long enough to read Save the Crumbs  then you’ve probably 
walked, jogged, skated or scooted around a few times.  And by now you’ve probably run (pun 
intended) into a scrape or two.  Even if you’ve obeyed the letter of the law there isn’t a magic 
forcefield to keep you safe from errant drivers.  I watched a person get hit by a car while 
walking in a crosswalk.  He was all right but he should not have been hit.  I have listened to a 
motorist swear at me while I was crossing the street during a WALK signal.  As with any city, if 
you are going to be a pedestrian, you need to know how to keep yourself safe.
     What makes a pedestrian
The first thing you need to know is what defines a pedestrian.  Basically, a pedestrian is anyone 
not in an automobile or on a bike.  That is a lot of sidewalk dwellers and includes everyone from 
walkers, joggers, skaters and scooters to long distance cartwheelers.  Bikes are not on that list 
because cyclists follow different rules which I won’t go into here.
     There are not a lot of laws specific to pedestrians, not as many as motorists and cyclists 
anyway.  The statutes which are enforced are worth knowing so when someone honks you can 
be confident you are not doing something wrong.  At the bottom I’ll list the most common 
Minnesota statutes and Mankato city ordinances which concern pedestrians in case you ever 
have to go toe to toe with someone about what laws are being broken.
     Most people grew up with their parents telling them that they must look both ways twice 
before crossing the street and if there’s not sidewalk they are supposed to walk on the left side 
of the road facing traffic.  There is no law saying you have to look both ways twice but exercise 
(pun number two) good sense and look twice anyway.  There is a law about walking on the left 
side of the road though.  Of course, it doesn’t apply to just walking, all pedestrians must travel 
on the left side of the road if there is no sidewalk.  If there is an accessible sidewalk you HAVE 
to use it and keep the road open to automobiles.
     Intersections with Walk/Don’t Walk signals
When you come to an intersection with traffic-control signals you have the right-of-way when 
you have the walk signal.  This is assuming a vehicle hasn’t already entered the crosswalk 
legally.  If you have the Don’t Walk signal you may not cross.
     Intersections with only Red Yellow Green lights
If there are traffic-control lights but no Walk/Don’t Walk signals follow the green light and 
you’ll have the right of way.  Be mindful of green arrows, they may allow cars to pass through 
the crosswalk before you have the right-of-way.  If there is no crosswalk, walk from the corner 
of the curb where a crosswalk would be painted.
     Intersections with no lights
An intersection without any lights is the same if there is a crosswalk or not.  The paint is not 
important.  You have the right of way so long as you do not enter the intersection at a time when 
an oncoming vehicle will not have a chance to stop.  
     You may not always be ready to cross an intersection even when you have the right-of-
way.  Maybe you are waiting for a friend or checking your wallet for money to give to Save the 
Crumbs.  If you find yourself waiting at an intersection wave cars through or stand back so they 
know you are not ready to cross.
     Jaywalking
     Jaywalking is when someone illegally crosses the street between adjacent traffic-control 
signals.  This is actually a really tricky area since people have misconceptions about what 
jaywalking is.  The exact wording is from Minnesota statute 169.21.3(c) “Between adjacent 
intersections at which traffic-control signals are in operation pedestrians shall not cross at any 
place except in a marked crosswalk.”
     This means that it is legal to cross the street so long as you’re NOT next to an intersection 



with traffic-control signals.  If you are between intersections without traffic-control signals you 
may cross at any point but you do not have the right-of-way.  Please look both ways twice.  Do 
not start crossing when a vehicle will not have enough time to stop for you.
     Some finer points
     • If a car drives so close that you can touch it the car is too close.  An automobile must 
maintain three feet of clearance from pedestrians.
     • If you are involved in an auto/pedestrian accident or witness one write down or memorize 
the license plate.
     • Drivers have to stop before the lines of the crosswalk, if not earlier.
     Mankato city ordinances
     The following are relative to Mankato and may not apply to other places in the state.
     It is illegal to drink anything alcoholic other than beer on the Mankato bike trails.  Even then, 
the bottles must be less than one liter and you still have to be 21, of course.  This is a Mankato 
city ordinance, not a Minnesota statute.  I personally believe that drinking and biking should 
stay separate.
     Skating, as in roller skates or inline skates
     Mankato city ordinances have three specific things to say about skating.
     1.) You may not skate on public property without permission.
     2.) You must have control when skating.
     3.) You may not jump or do anything which causes both skates to leave the ground at the 
same time.  So if you come to stairs, you have to stop and take the stairs one at a time.
     Skating, as in skateboarding and longboarding
     Mankato city ordinances have a four things to say about this kind of skating and they’re 
trickier than the other kind of skating.
     1.) Skating is not allowed on sidewalks or open mall areas in the Central Business District-1 
(CBD-1) or Central Business District-2 (CBD-2).*
     2.) Parking lots and parking ramps are off limits to skateboarders.
     3.) The city council can put up, and enforce, signs prohibiting skateboard use anywhere.
     4.) The last part is just defining what it means to “Use” a skateboard.  Basically pushing or 
riding downhill.  It doesn’t say you can’t use it as a picnic table though.
     It is important to recognize that the prohibition on skateboarding in the business districts is 
not the same as the places where signs say that skateboarding is not allowed.  In other words, 
just because there’s no sign doesn’t mean you can skate there.

     *CBD-1 is now called Central Business District-Core (CBD-C) and CBD-2 is now called 
Central Business District-Fringe (CBD-F).
     Below are the Minnesota statutes which I paraphrased in this article.  They may be viewed in 
their entirety at revisor.mn.gov
     169.06 – Signs, signals and markings
     169.011 – Definitions
     169.18 – Driving rules
     169.21 – Pedestrian
     169.212 – Electric mobility devices
     169.225 – Motorized foot scooter
     Here are the pages for the Mankato city ordinances I mentioned:
     http://www.mankato-mn.gov/CityCode/Chapter-6.aspx
     http://www.mankato-mn.gov/CityCode/Chapter-7.aspx
     Look closely at 7.054 and 7.055 as these are about skates and skateboards.
     Here is the complete zoning map of Mankato:
     http://www.mankato-mn.gov/upload/images/zon_2000.pdf

Brian McEvoy is a self-styled writer who has a weakness for Little Debby Nutty Bars and cats.
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Above: “Buffalo & Skinny Jeans” by Bryan Boyce

Below: “Museum Web” by Stefanie Berres
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Above: “7th District of Paris” by Britta Moline

Below: “I’ll Miss You” by Ashley Birk
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